Select the rule sets in P(t) and generate Ps(t) 7.
Recombine and mutate the rule sets in Ps(t) 8.
P(t+1) := Ps(t) 9.
t := t+1 10. Evaluate the rules sets in P(t) 11. End No apportionment of credit Offline evaluation of rule sets When? 
Compare this with Q-learning A rule "corresponds" to Q-table p "corresponds" to the value Q(s,a) P "corresponds" to "r+γmax a Q(s t ,a)" Pier Luca Lanzi Where do classifiers come from?
In principle, any search method may be used I prefer genetic algorithms because they are representation independent A genetic algorithm select, recombines, mutate existing classifiers to search for better ones None of prediction models is the "best" Let evolution search for the "most suited" Simplify the problem by focusing only on relevant aspect Derive facetwise models Applied to model several aspects of evolution
NN NN

S([A]) = S([P])/(2-S([P]))
Since the genetic algorithm is applied to the action set, there is a generalization pressure regulated by N>-log(1-θ)/p Given the probability θ to maintain all the subsolutions with occurrence probability p, then the population size N O(L 2 o+a )
Time to converge for a problem of L bits order o Pier Luca Lanzi Time to converge for a problem of L bits order o and with a problem classes The classifier system learns a sequence of heuristics which should be applied to gradually transform the problem from its initial state to its final solved state. 
Artificial Artificial Ecosystems
What Applications? Chemical and Neuronal Networks
To control a light-sensitive sub-excitable BZ reaction, pulses of wave fragments are injected into the checkerboard grid resulting in rich spatio-temporal behaviour Learning classifier system can direct the fragments to an arbitrary i i h h l f h li h i i i hi h ll position through control of the light intensity within each cell Pier Luca Lanzi Learning Classifier Systems control the electrical stimulation of cultured neuronal networks such that they display elementary learning, respond to a given input signal in a pre-specified way Results indicate that the learned stimulation protocols identify seemingly fundamental properties of in vitro neuronal networks
